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AUTUMN = TIME TO SOW
We continue sowing the future
It is with pleasure that we give you with this newsletter a 
brief overview about the ongoing events  around Sowing 

the future!  

As per our list, this year Sowing the future! events will 

take place (or have already taken place) on 93 fields in a 
total of 9 countries.  

Sowing the future! has gained ground in Scandinavia: 

In spring, events  were organized in Norway (for the 
second time), in Finland and in Sweden (in both  

countries for the first time). At the moment we are trying 
to organize events of Sowing the future! in Denmark for 

next year: hopefully in 2012 there will be manifestations  
throughout all of Scandinavia.  

Germany is participating with 48 sowings  total. Only due 

to the coordination work of Demeter e.V. and Bioland this 
has become possible. A warm thank you to the people 

involved!

We are also pleased to announce that after the single 
event of last year, in Austria there will be 4 events in 

total this year. Three of them already took place, one is 
scheduled for 14 October in Vorarlberg. 

In Switzerland we count a total number of 24 sowings. 
Especially worth mentioning is  this year‘s  first sowing: it 
took place on the Bundesplatz in Bern and was  held 

within the scope of  „Sowing the future - Harvesting 
diversity“. After the symbolic seed of 48 different 

varieties of cereals, a  petition for free seeds signed by 
30‘000 people was handed over to the Swiss  Federal 
Council. 

We also warmly welcome Italy among the participating 
countries. After an intensive period of preparation, Ecor 

NaturaSì organizes on 16 October eleven coordinated 
events throughout Italy. We expect a total number of 

about 2500 participating people. For details  see also 
www.seminareilfuturo.it.

In Luxembourg and South Korea there will be one event 
in each country. Unfortunately, this year there will be no 

manifestation at all in any of the english speaking 
countries.

It is  our goal for 2011 to be sowing on 100 fields in 10 

different countries. We‘re close... Hence: have you 
organized an event of which we haven‘t heard yet? 

Please let us know. We publish all events  - of the past or 
in the future - on our homepage www.avenirsem.ch. We 
happily look forward to pictures and reports  that we may 

publish. 

✶

Many people are sowing a grain field together, and 
with the seeds they are planting the future of their 
choice. 

This  is  our basic idea and its  just a start. We welcome 
you to contribute to spreading it, by organizing a 

manifestation against GM crops in agriculture, on your 
farm or in your region.

the initiative is  represented by Ueli Hurter and Peter 

Kunz, the initiators, as well as  by all those farms that 
have already carried out an event. The initiators are 

responsible for project, further development, 
communication, and external representation. Sowing 

the future! provides participating farms with the 
following services:

• training and advisory guidance regarding the practical 

aspects of sowing

• caps  or paper bags as  seed casks for all participants 

and T-shirts for all helpers

• a field banner where all participants will write down 
their names

• basic communication tools, such as  flyers, webpage, 
media raw materials (texts, pictures)

✶

Sowing the future! needs your help! Organization, 
coordination,  material, homepage - nothing is for free. 

Help us make Sowing the future! events possible also 
next year.

€: IBAN: DE47 4306 0967 4013 3967 00, BIC: 
GENODEM1GLS (Getreidezüchtung Peter Kunz, remark 
Sowing the future!)

CHF: PC 84-34345-2 (Getreidezüchtung Peter Kunz, 
remark Sowing the future!)
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